Come On Over (Made in Montana)

Staking her claim!Horse trainer Trent
Kimball is starting to believe his familys
ranch is actually cursed. Still, its a place to
recover from both his recent divorce and a
humiliating professional setback. That is,
until Shelby Foster shows up, looking far
too fine for cowboy country, and informs
Trent that she is the owner of the Eager
Beaver Ranch!Shelby left everything
behind to move to Montana. And shes not
about to just walk away! Even if it means
sharing
a
roof
with
a
rude
cowboytemporarily. As they wait for their
papers, animosity turns into suggestive
teasing. Then it becomes a sexy-sweet
temptation neither can resist! Whoever
produces the deed keeps the ranch. But will
they lose something more important?
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